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SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

WHERE INNOVATIVE THINKING
AND TECHNOLOGY COMBINE
TO CREATE DYNAMIC SUPPLY
CHAIN SOLUTIONS.
ORIGIN CONSOLIDATION

E-BOOKING

ONLINE ORDER APPROVALS

Provides the ability to combine multiple

Through pre-configured templates our

This direct approval app manages vendor

part load shipments into one consolidated

e-booking platform allows shippers to

performance at origin allowing users to

container. This desirable channelling of

streamline the repetitive nature of placing

approve or reject orders online.

product creates cost benefits along the

orders.
IMPLEMENTATION

entire supply chain, by improving full
container utilisation yields and minimising

It simplifies the data input process and

Warrant Group’s implementation handbook

cost, by shipping stock on a cubic capacity

enables shipments to be tracked and

provides robust governance on procedure

only basis.

validated.

and process irrespective of project scale

VENDOR MANAGEMENT

E-booking improves data integrity as well

schedules are defined so work streams can

With an uploaded order book, we ensure

as delivering shipper administration and

be formed and milestone dates set.

production is on track and that each

telecommunication cost benefits.

or complexity. Implementation plans and

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

weekly FOB window is not compromised,
ensuring suppliers meet all budgeted

PERMISSION TO SHIP

Standard operating procedures are updated

ex-factory dates.

We manage order book criteria through

monthly and available online, they act

a robust set of business rules to ensure

as a key component in monitoring global

Documentation disciplines and vendor

manufacturing problems are highlighted

processes.

seminars also form part of our vendor

prior to container stuffing.
PURCHASE ORDER MANAGEMENT

management programme.
Our solution will ensure logistics costs

Combining all these attributes forms

VISIBILITY

reflect budgetary forecasts, order book

the heartbeat of our POMS solution.

The Warrant Portal offers exceptional track

corruption is eliminated, wastage is

and trace functionality with real time, first

reduced and costs are brought closer to

Our solution is logical, proven and delivers

screen filtering and a built-in navigation

the point of sale.

cash flow benefit whilst also enhancing

panel that complements its user friendly

stock integrity.

GUI. It possesses both documentation and
invoicing upload attributes as well as a
full reporting menu.
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